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PERSEUS, THE GOD-TOUCHED son of Zeus and a mortal princess, takes his effortless
existence at the island of Serifos for granted, yet he is familiar with he lives in afflicted times.
First the gods, now the politicians, ship hassle rumbling throughout land and sea.When a
stunning stranger, a fugitive from one other catastrophe zone, arrives at the island, Perseus is
smitten. yet Andromeda isn’t all she seems. She needs to die to save lots of her people, and a
stunning, world-changing discovery will die with her, until Perseus abandons every thing to
confront the Medusa quest.From the Hardcover edition.
publication Talk: Perseus lives a Snakehead quiet existence on a Snakehead small island
together with his mother, till in the future he meets a gorgeous princess at the run from her
parents. prior to long, Perseus' personal father, Zeus exhibits as much as complicate his
existence additional and set him on a quest to kill Medusa, whose appears to be like can
actually kill. The outdated gods of the islands are at the decline because the new Olympian
gods rise, yet the place do people stand? Are they ever whatever greater than the play issues of
those gods, topic to their whims? Is it attainable for a mortal to claim his personal will within the
face of divine intervention? Will he have the ability to entire his fated quest? Will he have the
option retailer the princess from her personal fate? Perseus does not understand that if can, yet
he is aware that he needs to try.Rocks My Socks: as well as re-telling the myths of Perseus and
Andromeda there's additionally loads of attention-grabbing information regarding old Greek
politics and society. It jogs my memory of Mary Renault, yet for children. I additionally love the
feminine characters during this book; they're powerful and layered and whole of life. I constantly
get pleasure from it when, in the course of re-tellings, well-known romantic are allowed to truly
meet and get to understand one another and fall in love over an extended time period than it
takes to kill a dragon and scouse borrow a kiss. there is additionally a few sturdy substance to
the publication and observation on present occasions utilizing the lens of the earlier which are
particularly thought-provoking, which I constantly enjoy.Rocks In My Socks: There are a few
extra smooth components and consider issues integrated into the Snakehead textual content
that are a section demanding in that they're anachronistic, yet appear to be performed
intentionally. as a rule it truly is in a extra sleek perspective, which i do not rather brain being
integrated into old fiction. Others are patently simply intended to be jokes, though, just like the
'invention' of varied sleek meals by means of the chef on the tavern. It additionally does not sit
down correct with me that the lovely, clever Andromeda resigns herself to her fate, yet i assume
Halam needed to get her to her right position within the tale somehow.Every e-book Its Reader:
i would suggest this publication to children who loved the Percy Jackson and the Olympians
series. even if set in historic times, there are adequate similarities in pacing and material that
enthusiasts may still get pleasure from this tale approximately Percy's namesake. there is great,
robust characters of either sexes, Snakehead so either girls and boys may have nice characters
to spot with, and the romance is beautiful understated. Adults who take pleasure in fairy stories
and myths re-told will locate lots to fulfill them as well. learn extra of my stories at
http://auldschoollibrarian.blogspot.com
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